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Abstract Ion implantation is a very well established
technique to introduce dopants in semiconductors. This
technique has been traditionally used for junction for-

mation in integrated circuit processing, and recently
also in solar cells fabrication. In any case, ion implan-
tation causes damage in the silicon lattice that has ad-

verse effects on the performance of devices and the ef-
ficiency of solar cells. Alternatively, damage may also
have beneficial applications as some studies suggest that

small defects may be optically active. Therefore it is
important an accurate characterization of defect struc-
tures formed upon irradiation. Furthermore, the tech-

nological evolution of electronic devices towards the
nanometer scale has driven the need for the forma-
tion of ultra-shallow and low-resistive junctions. Ion

implantation and thermal anneal models are required
to predict dopants placement and electrical activation.
In this article, we review the main models involved in

process simulation, including ion implantation, evolu-
tion of point and extended defects and dopant-defect
interactions. We identify different regimes at which each

type of defect is more relevant and its inclusion in the
models becomes crucial. We illustrate in some examples
the use of atomistic modeling techniques to gain insight

into the physics involved in the processes as well as the
relevance of the accuracy of models.
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1 Introduction

The most common technique used to selectively intro-
duce dopants in the Si substrate and define junctions is
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ion implantation because it allows a precise control of
the amount and distribution of dopants [1]. This tech-
nique has been traditionally used for junction formation

in logic and memory devices, and recently is taking a
renewed interest also in solar cells fabrication [2]. As the
energetic incoming ions penetrate into the substrate the

Si crystal lattice is damaged. Moreover, generally the
as-implanted dopant atoms do not lie in substitutional
lattice sites and they are electrically inactive. Subse-

quent thermal anneals are required to heal the crystal
damage and to place the dopants in substitutional sites.
The maximization of drive current for higher switch-

ing speed in logic and memory devices demands high
dopant activation levels [3]. Additionally, lattice dam-
age usually introduces energy levels into the semicon-

ductor band-gap and this usually has detrimental in-
fluence in the device performance. In logic and memory
devices, residual defects during silicon processing are

required to be fully eliminated as they increase leak-
age current leading to unsustainable power consump-
tion [4]. The minimization of defects acting as recom-

bination centers for photogenerated electron-hole pairs
is essential to achieve good conversion efficiency in so-
lar cells [5]. However, damage may also have beneficial

applications as some studies suggest that small defect
clusters may be optically active bestowing enhanced op-
tical performance on silicon [6,7]. Therefore, it is of
critical importance not only to know the final dopant

profiles, but also to quantify the amount and morphol-
ogy of the damage formed upon irradiation since it will
influence the final performance of devices.

Modeling has become an essential step for the un-

derstanding of physical mechanisms involved in junc-
tion formation and for process evaluation and optimiza-
tion. Important and challenging issues in the area of the

front-end process modeling are the diffusion and inter-
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actions of dopants and defects [3]. These processes are

highly transient and its dynamics needs to be captured
by models in order to define the optimum processes
that provide maximal dopant activation with minimal

diffusion for ultra-shallow junctions required for nano-
devices. Predictive process simulation has stimulated
the development of detailed models about dopant dif-

fusion, evolution of extended defects, and formation and
dissolution of dopant-defect clusters.

Most process simulators used in industrial applica-
tions are based on continuum methods, as it is the case

of FLOOPS [8]. In this kind of simulators the physics
of the system is formulated as a series of partial dif-
ferential equations for each particle type considered to
be relevant in the process [9,10]. Continuum simulators

are fast and allow the consideration of big systems by
adjusting the grid used for the spatial discretization.
However, this advantage is reduced as the device size

shrinks to nanometric scale where the atomistic nature
of the material arises and complex physical interactions
show up. The use of a very refined grid and the addition

of more equations to include such new effects is compu-
tationally expensive, which slows down the resolution
of the problem using continuum methods. Then atom-

istic simulation techniques become a good alternative
even for industrial applications [11–14]. The dynamics
of the system can be also simulated from an atomistic

point of view by the use of Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
techniques. This method allows the simulation of device
structures at a macroscopic scale, providing an atomic

description of the material and allowing a fast devel-
opment of new models. KMC simulates the kinetics of
defects and dopants by modeling their diffusion and in-

teractions [15,16]. In non-lattice KMCmodels, atoms in
the perfect lattice are not simulated, and consequently
system sizes of hundreds of nanometers can be treated

using average computers, as it is the case of the code
DADOS used for front-end process modeling [16].

In order to simulate the dynamics of a system with
KMC or continuum methods is necessary to provide the

values of the activation energies and prefactors for each
one of the reactions that may take place (defect for-
mation and dissolution, dopant-defect interactions. . . ).

Only in a few cases these parameters can be obtained
directly from experiments, due to the difficulty of ex-
tracting information at the atomic scale. Generally, this

kind of information can be obtained from more funda-
mental atomistic simulation methods, where the system
under study is treated as a set of interacting particles.

There exists a number of different techniques that can
be used for these purpose. Some of them describe the
interactions among the particles on the basis of Quan-

tum Mechanics, known as ab initio simulations, such as

those based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT)

[17,18], or with some simplifications such as Tight Bind-
ing (TB) simulations [19–21]. Other techniques omit the
electronic description and account for the effective influ-

ence of the electrons over the atoms through analytical
expressions, called empirical potential. Once that the
interactions between the particles are defined, static

calculations (e.g. structure relaxations) or Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations can be performed in order
to extract the required information from the system un-

der study (formation energies, energy barriers. . . ). Each
one of these simulation techniques is suitable for pro-
viding information of different aspects of the system un-

der study, from electronic related features (DFT, TB)
to the evolution of atomic structures during annealing
(empirical potentials), and at different space and time

scales. Si process modeling requires a multi-scale sim-
ulation scheme where several techniques must be used
together for a complete description of the relevant phe-
nomena involved in front-end processes.

In this article we review some of the most relevant
models involved in the prediction of defect distribution
and B diffusion and electrical activation in Si. We focus

our study in the case of B since it is one of the most com-
mon dopants used for the formation of p-type regions
and it presents a number of intriguing effects associated

with nonequilibrium B-defect interactions that are re-
sponsible for resulting active dopant profiles. This work
is organized as follows. Section 2 is specifically devoted

to the modeling of defects generated by ion implanta-
tion. In Section 3 we center our attention on the analy-
sis and modeling of B-defect interactions. Both sections

are complemented with some practical applications in
order to clarify main aspects of models. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4, main conclusions of this work are reported.

2 Ion implantation and defects

Ion implantation is the technique preferred nowadays
to introduce dopants for fabricating junctions of devices

since it is a well established technique and it provides
a precise control of the distribution and concentration
of the dopants in the Si substrate [1]. In this technique

dopant atoms are first ionized, then accelerated through
an electric field, and finally the resulting beam of ions is
oriented toward the region to be doped. When the ener-

getic ions penetrate into the substrate, they start to col-
lide with its atoms until they come to rest. These colli-
sions can produce permanent displacements of the sub-

strate atoms from their perfect lattice positions. If the
energy transferred to target atoms is high enough, they
can initiate a subcascade leaving behind a vacancy and

generating a Si interstitial where they stop, in addition
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to possible displacements during the subcascade. Dur-

ing annealing treatments, Si interstitial-vacancy pairs
generated in each implantation cascade (called Frenkel
pairs) quickly recombine to restore the damaged lat-

tice (during the implant itself and the initial stages of
anneals), leaving approximately one Si intersitial per
implanted ion which cannot be annealed out immedi-

ately (“+1” model) [22]. These excess interstitials that
have no vacancies to recombine with, condense into Si
interstitial clusters, {113} defects and eventually dis-

location loops [23,24]. These defects survive for a long
time until they are annihilated at the Si surface, sus-
taining a local supersaturation of Si interstitials (inter-

stitial concentration compared to that in equilibrium)
by emitting and recapturing interstitials during contin-
ued annealing (Ostwald ripening) [25]. Additionally, the

interactions of dopants with the excess of Si interstitials
and vacancies (generated during the implantation, or
released by extended defects) result in mobile dopant
species and dopant-defect agglomerates. This has se-

vere adverse consequences on the Si based devices as
dopant diffusivity is enhanced and dopant activation is
reduced compared to equilibrium values [26–29,15,25,

30–32]. These effects are transient because defect su-
persaturation evolves toward equilibrium.

The lattice can be completely amorphized if the im-
plant dose is high enough [33]. The increasingly demand

for highly doped and ultra-shallow junctions has ex-
tended the use of low-temperature solid phase epitaxial
regrowth (SPER) of preamorphized Si since it has been

proved to result in metastable high activation levels of
dopants with minimal dopant diffusion [34,35]. This ap-
proach also benefits from the complete suppression of

channeling of light dopant beams, since it is implanted
in amorphous Si (a-Si). In the case of amorphizing im-
plants, a very large amount of damage accumulates af-

ter the high dose rate implant leading to the formation
of an amorphous layer (a-layer). During its subsequent
regrowth (tipically during low-temperature annealing),

excess atoms contained in the a-layer are swept toward
the surface as the interface advances and are eliminated
there [36,37]. A band of extended defects is formed only

beyond the amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface (the
so-called end-of-range (EOR) defects), thus the dose
of Si interstitials stored in defects becomes lower than

the implanted dose [38,23,24]. However, EOR defects
can also have several adverse effects, for example, the
dissolution of EOR defects upon subsequent anneals de-

grades dopant activation and junction depth [34,35,39].
Additionally, if dislocation loops are located in the de-
pletion region of the device, a large leakage current may

be induced [40].

2.1 Point defects

Native point defects in Si have been an important field
of both theoretical and experimental research for sev-
eral decades. The interest in its study continues to-

day due to their role in a large variety of phenomena,
especially in those related to the fabrication of inte-
grated circuits (ICs). Native Si defects affect the mi-

crostructure evolution of the material during several of
the manufacturing steps, and thus can alter the final
performance of the device [41]. The most fundamental

building blocks for microdefect formation in crystalline
Si (c-Si) are the self-interstitial and the vacancy. These
two species are the mediators for impurity diffusion and

clustering [41,42].

The vacancy is the simplest intrinsic point defect in
Si: its basic form is just a missing Si atom in an oth-
erwise tetrahedrally coordinated lattice [43]. The for-

mation energy of the vacancy has been estimated using
both theory and experiment. There is considerable un-
certainty in the actual value, with various experimen-

tal estimates lying in the range of 2 to 4 eV [44–46].
Using ab initio techniques, calculated formation ener-
gies for the vacancy range from 3 to 6 eV (see Ref.

[43] and references therein). The theoretical difficulties
arising for the vacancy are related, at least in part, to
the subtle reconstruction of the dangling bonds, where

some controversy still remains [47,48]. The diffusivity
of vacancies has been characterized experimentally by
various methods: at low temperatures directly by Elec-

tron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), and at high tem-
peratures indirectly via their effect on the diffusion of
dopants and metals. While vacancy migration energies

determined experimentally range from 0.3 to 4 eV, ab
initio calculations predict values in the lower end, be-
tween 0.3 and 0.4 eV [43].

The Si self-interstitial, i.e. one extra Si atom in the
crystal lattice, is the natural counterpart of the vacancy.
The study of the Si self-interstitial properties is of par-

ticular importance in Si processing. Self-interstitials have
been implicated as the origin of rodlike defects observed
in Czochralsky single-crystal growth, which can ulti-

mately produce the degradation of the manufactured
Si devices [49]. On the other hand, during the implan-
tation step a large concentration of excess interstitials

is introduced in the lattice. They interact with inter-
stitial diffuser dopants, such us B, causing the so-called
Transient-Enhanced Diffusion (TED) - which alters the

junction depth [50,27] - and dopant-defect clusters for-
mation - which results in electrical deactivation [26,29].

Due to its importance in Si processing, a great num-
ber of theoretical studies have been devoted to deter-

mine the configuration and energetics of the Si self-
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interstitial, as well as its diffusive behavior. These in-

clude ab initio [51–59], TB [60–66], and empirical po-
tential calculations [67–78]. However, even when using
the same calculation techniques, different authors come

to different conclusions regarding the Si self-interstitial
properties. The discrepancies are mainly related to the
determination of the lowest formation energy configura-

tion and to the microscopic description of the interstitial-
mediated diffusion mechanism. At least four different
interstitial configurations have been identified: tetrahe-

dral (T), dumbbell (D), hexagonal (H) and extended
(E), and calculated formation energies for the Si self-
interstitial range from 2.2 to 5.6 eV (see Ref. [78] and

references therein). Furthermore, very different mecha-
nisms for interstitial-mediated diffusion have been pro-
posed, with migration energies ranging from 0.1 to 1.9

eV (see Ref. [43] and references therein). In spite of such
a diversity of results, Marqués et al. demonstrated (us-
ing MD with empirical potentials) that all self-interstitial
configurations coexist in Si but with different concen-

trations, and diffusion occurs through transitions among
them [78]. The macroscopic behavior for self-interstitial
diffusion can be modeled by a simple description based

on a unique interstitial species with an effective forma-
tion energy of 3.8 eV and a migration barrier of 0.8 eV,
in very good agreement with experiments [46,25]. The

exact numbers do not correspond to any of the partic-
ular interstitial configurations or diffusion mechanisms,
but are the result of the averaged behavior of all of

them.

2.2 Small clusters and extended defects

Point defects interact among them giving rise to ag-
gregates or clusters [79–81]. Generally, the formation
energy of such clusters present marked oscillations for

small cluster sizes (up to 10-15 defects per cluster) but
for intermediate and large cluster sizes their formation
energy decreases (or alternatively, their binding energy

increases) with cluster size. As a consequence, their
population in the Si lattice is controlled by an Ost-
wald ripening process: larger clusters grow at the ex-

pense of point defects freed from smaller and less sta-
ble agglomerates [25,82]. The study of the properties of
small clusters is difficult because they are too small to

be visible in Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
images. Moreover, they show a great variety in their
atomic configurations which complicates their analysis

using simulation techniques. At sizes of several hundred
point defects these aggregates start becoming visible in
TEM; they usually show regular atomic structures, and

are generally known as extended defects [24].
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Fig. 1 Binding energy for vacancy clusters as a function of
cluster size (from Refs. [83–86]).

Vacancy aggregation in Si has been studied exten-
sively because large vacancy clusters (voids) are known
to be harmful to microelectronic device yield and re-

liability, particularly gate-oxide integrity [87,88]. How-
ever, the introduction of voids in the Si lattice has been
proposed as a way to reduce the interstitial supersatu-

ration [89–92]. This controlled injection of voids, part of
a more generic concept of defect engineering, allows the
reduction of the anomalous diffusion of dopants such as
B. Positron annihilation experiments have been used to

determine the lifetime of vacancy clusters, being around
400 ps for sizes between V3 and V10 [43]. Voids are much
more stable, and have been observed directly by TEM

to organize into octahedral structures aligned almost
exclusively along the {111} crystallographic planes of
the Si lattice [93]. This phenomenon has been explained

by the low energy of the Si(111) surface relative to
other orientations [94]. The thermodynamics and bind-
ing properties of these vacancy clusters have been stud-

ied using quantum and classical simulation techniques
[83,95,96,86]. In particular, for small vacancy clusters
it has been found that certain sizes show greater sta-

bility, as it is the case of the V6, V8 and V12 clusters
(see Fig. 1), due to particular bond reconstructions in
the Si lattice [83–86]. For larger sizes, binding energies

tend to a value of around 3 eV, in agreement with Sb
diffusion and Au labeling experiments [97,98].

Due to their implications in Si technology, self-inters-
titial aggregation in Si has attracted much attention in
the literature. Ion implantation produces considerable

damage in the Si lattice due to the energetic collisions
of ions with the host atoms. Frenkel pairs generated in
each implantation cascade typically recombine quickly

and only Si interstitials generated by the implanted ions
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Fig. 2 Binding energy for interstitial clusters as a function
of cluster size (from Refs. [25,99–101]).

survive. Residual Si interstitials agglomerate into de-
fect clusters and extended defects. These defects act

as a reservoir of Si self-interstitials that are slowly re-
leased during subsequent thermal treatments causing
the TED of interstitial diffuser dopants such as B [27]

and dopant clustering [26,29] which, in turn, modify the
dopant profiles and device characteristics. Defects also
cause carrier mobility degradation and increase leak-

age currents. Conversely, implantation damage in more
recent years has allowed for the possibility of new Si
based optoelectronic devices. The indirect bandgap of

silicon has generally limited the attractiveness of this
material for optical devices. Converting Si into a light-
emitter semiconductor will make optoelectronics take

advantage of the microelectronic industry technology
(developed around Si), and will result in a large reduc-
tion of the fabrication costs of optoelectronic devices.

One of the areas which are currently being explored for
efficient light emission in Si include photoluminescence
(PL) through optically active defect clusters and ex-

tended defects. The demonstration of enhanced band-
edge luminescence through dislocation engineering [102]
or the fabrication of a sub-bandgap light emitting diode

based on the introduction of small defects that enhance
the radiative recombination rate of Si has attract much
attention on the possibility of enabling Si as a light

emitter [7].

From B diffusion experiments, Cowern et al. de-

duced the formation energy of small interstitial clus-
ters using the concept of Ostwald ripening and the fact
that the Si interstitial supersaturation, and therefore B

diffusion, is related to their stability [25]. Results for
the binding energy of such clusters are shown in Fig. 2,
along with calculations carried out by other authors us-

ing ab initio [100], TB [99] and fitting to experiments
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[101]. The most important finding is that oscillations
of the binding energies have marked “magic” numbers

for specific small cluster sizes (as with vacancy clus-
ters). These more stable sizes correspond to configura-
tions where atoms remain four-fold coordinated [103].

For larger sizes, of around one hundred atoms, {113}
defects start to form. Their atomic structure was deter-
mined by Takeda using TEM [104]. {113} defects con-

sist of large interstitial chains along the ⟨110⟩ direction,
packed together along the {113} plane, which gives this
defect its name. It has been experimentally shown that

{113} defects grow in length along the ⟨110⟩ direction
[24]. In the process, their formation energy decreases
from 0.8 to 0.65 eV [105].

Under certain conditions, particularly for high-dose
implants, {113} defects can transform into into dislo-

cation loops, perfect (PDLs) and faulted (FDLs) [106].
This transformation has been proposed to be due to
some unfaulting reactions, as it has been shown recently

by using ab initio simulation techniques [107]. The for-
mation energy of FDLs tends to 0.027 eV with increas-
ing size, while it tends to 0 for PDLs [105]. In Fig. 3 we

show the formation energy of interstitial agglomerates
as a function of size. This energy landscape determines
the microstructural evolution of the material. For ex-

ample, at a size of 1000 interstitials, a {113} would act
as a sink for self-interstitials released by PDLs and as
a source of self-interstitials for FDLs.

Finally, Fig. 4 gives a summary in the form of a
“phase diagram” for Si interstitial defects behavior, based

on the experimental observations for Si implants into Si
in the energy range from 20 to 150 keV. For doses below
the amorphization threshold (around 2 × 1014 cm−2),

the defect processes are only weakly dependent on the
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initial damage level, so that the diagram can be mapped
in terms of implantation dose versus thermal annealing
“budget”. At implantation doses below 5× 1012 cm−2,

no {113} defects are observed. However, other experi-
mental observations such as TED of dopants evidence
the formation of Si interstitial defects at these condi-

tions. Thus, at low implantation doses only small Si
interstitial clusters form from the implantation dam-
age, which are too small to be detected by TEM. For

doses in between 5× 1012 cm−2 and 1− 2× 1014 cm−2,
Si interstitial clusters and {113} defects are visible de-
fects and they completely dissolve for a sufficiently high

thermal budget (i.e., annealing time and temperature).
The dissolution rate at a given temperature is depen-
dent on implantation dose and energy [109,110]. Above

a threshold dose of 1 − 2 × 1014 cm−2, {113} defects
undergo unfaulting, leading to both Frank loops and
perfect dislocations. Since these dislocations are more

stable than {113} defects, significantly stronger anneal-
ing steps are needed to fully dissolve the dislocation
damage.

2.3 Applications of defects modeling to physical
understanding and technlogy

In this subsection we present some examples of physi-
cally based KMC simulations which analyze Si inter-

stitial defects evolution under different experimental
conditions as well as the influence that the accuracy
of defect models has on simulation results. The forma-

tion and migration energies of the free Si self-interstitial
and vacancy are taken from Ref. [46], which has been
tested with KMC simulations under very different ex-

perimental conditions [15,111–114,39,115]. As it has

been discussed in Subsection 2.2, there are discrepan-

cies in the literature in the binding energies obtained
for small clusters by different authors (see Figs. 1-2).
These discrepancies are not very significant in the case

of small vacancy clusters whereas the differences be-
tween binding energies of small Si interstitial clusters
given by different authors are very significant. For in-

stance, Chichkine et al. proposed that I3 is rather sta-
ble compared to I2 and I4, whereas Cowern et al. and
Colombo et al. obtained similar stability for these three

configurations. In order to test the influence that these
significant discrepances could have on the predictions
from KMC simulations, we have compared in the fol-

lowing examples the simulation results obtained with
different set of parameters for small Si interstitial clus-
ters (up to 10 interstitials). In particular, we consider

the oscillating binding energies for the different cluster
sizes reported by Chichkine et al. [100] and by Cow-
ern et al. [25] since these authors proposed the less and
more stable small Si interstitial clusters, respectively.

For larger interstitial clusters and {113} defects we use
the experimentally deduced binding energy reported by
Cowern et al. [25]. For vacancy clusters we consider the

oscillating binding energies calculated by Bongiorno et
al. [83]. Dislocation loops do not form in the experi-
ments under study.

2.3.1 Si interstitial cluster related luminiscence
centers.

The optical response of luminescence centers in Si has

been extensively reported [116], and the so called W-
center in the Si PL spectra appears to be one of the
best candidates to turn Si into a light emitter [7]. Then,

a good control and understanding of the PL genera-
tion mechanisms associated to this center is necessary
for the fabrication of Si optoelectronic devices. The W-

center is characterized by a zone centered zero-phonon
line at 1218 nm (1.018 eV) [116,117]. This W-line is
observed in Si that has been ion implanted and subse-

quently annealed at a relatively low temperature. In
fact, the luminescence from the W-center is seen to
reach a maximum after a 225-275◦C annealing and can

be reduced to levels where they are no longer observed
after annealing at temperatures around 450◦C [6,118].
Although different experiments have shown that the W-

line is associated to small defects generated by ion im-
plantation [116,117,6,118,119], the conditions required
to optimise the luminescence from the W-center have

not been clearly established. Some experiments have re-
vealed that the W-line production appears to be related
to Si interstitial clusters with a small number of Si in-

terstitials [6,118,119], although it is not quite clear yet
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which is the specific interstitial cluster that produces

them.

Taking these experimental evidences into account,
different first principles studies based on the DFT ap-
proximation have investigated the properties of small Si

self-interstitial clusters in order to elucidate the atom-
istic origin of the W-center in Si [120–122]. Some au-
thors have proposed the W-center to consist of a clus-

ter of three interstitial Si atoms (I3) [120,121]. How-
ever, other authors have not found enough evidences to
associate the I3 cluster to the W line [122]. These dis-

crepancies are related to the difficulties of DFT calcu-
lations for evaluating the band gap of semiconductors,
which is a topic in continuous discussion (see ref. [123]
and the corresponding comments and replies). Conse-

quently, there is some uncertainty when evaluating the
energy levels within the gap associated to defects, and
hence on the PL lines that they will produce. There-

fore, the identification at the atomic level of the W PL
centers in Si still remains open. From an experimental
point of view main difficulties are associated to the im-

possibility of experimentally characterizing the many
diverse defects with different sizes and configurations
that result from ion implantation and low-temperature

anneals, since these typically small defects are not vis-
ible by experimental techniques (see Fig. 4).

As an alternative, KMC atomistic simulations could
provide an insight into this problem since they handle

dopant and defects interactions at atomic level, at the
same time that their results can be directly compared to
experimental data. As mentioned above, we have sim-

ulated each particular situation by using different sets
of parameters for small Si interstitial clusters. Since ex-
periments suggest that W-line is associated to small

Si interstitial clusters, the binding energies considered
to perform KMC simulations could be crucial. In or-
der to test this possibility, we performed KMC simu-

lations for Si samples implanted with 300 keV Si ions
to a dose of 1012 cm−2 and later annealed at temper-
atures of 275, 400 or 525◦C for 2 min, similarly to re-

cent PL experiments reported by Charnvanichborikarn
et al. [118]. In those experiments, Si samples were uni-
formly doped with a background B concentration of

9.4× 1014 cm−3 which is too low to significantly affect
the evolution of implant damage (see section 3 and Ref.
[124]). Experiments showed a maximum in PL intensity

of W-line at annealing temperature of around 275◦C,
which decreases as the annealing temperature increases
and disappears at annealing temperatures of ∼500◦C.

This suggest that the W-center should consist of small
and quite unstable interstitial defects since it requires
low thermal budget to disappear. Moreover, at these

implant conditions of high energy and low dose, dam-
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Fig. 5 Simulation results for the densities of the different
Si intersititial cluster sizes for Si samples implanted with 300
keV Si ions to a dose of 1012 cm−2 and subsequently annealed
at 275, 400 or 525◦C for 2 min. Simulations were performed
by using binding energies for small Si interstitial clusters re-
ported by Chichkine et al. [100] and Cowern et al. [25] in
order to test their influence on the simulation results.

age resulting from ion implantation typically consist of

small vacancy and Si interstitial clusters that contain
a reduced number of atoms (as explained in Fig. 4),
which strengthen the hypothesis of small defects as re-

sponsible for the W-line.

Fig. 5 includes the Si interstitial cluster size distri-

bution (density of defects for each particular Si intersti-
tial cluster size) obtained from simulations of Si sam-
ples implanted with 300 keV Si ions to a dose of 1012

cm−2 and subsequently annealed for 2 min at differ-
ent temperatures, similar to experiments reported by
Charnvanichborikarn et al. [118]. Our simulations in-

dicate that the two different sets of binding energies
for small Si interstitial clusters lead to similar global
trends. The most predominant clusters are I2 and I3
clusters independently on the parameter set considered.
The densities of larger sizes are significantly lower, be-
ing more than one order of magnitude lower when bind-

ing energies reported by Chichkine et al. are considered.
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The densities of most of the cluster sizes decreases sig-

nificantly as the annealing temperature increases, being
the decrease more significant when parameters reported
by Chichkine et al. are used. This reduction in the den-

sity of Si interstitial clusters is due to Si interstitial-
vacancy recombination as well as Si interstitial emission
from interstitial clusters when it is energetically favor-

able (which depends on the binding energy of the Si
interstitial to the particular cluster and the annealing
temperature). Concerning to experiments, this reduc-

tion could be associated with the reported decrease of
the luminescence from the W-center at temperatures
around 400-500◦C [6,118]. In spite of all these similari-

ties observed between both sets of simulations, it is also
evident that the results are quite sensitive to the bind-
ing energies considered for small Si interstitial clusters.

The cluster size distribution is smooth if binding ener-
gies reported by Cowern et al. are considered which is in
contrast to the situation observed when binding ener-
gies reported by Chichkine et al. are used. In this latter

case, oscillations in binding energies are more appar-
ent than in the values reported by Cowern et al. Thus,
not all Si interstitial clusters are stable (in particular

I4 is quite unstable) which results in a rough cluster
size distribution. Moreover, in this case Si interstitial
clusters have practically dissolved at 525◦C (note that,

at this Si implant dose and temperature range, small
Si interstitial clusters do not evolve to extended de-
fects). Only a very small density of I3 defects survive at

this temperature, which is a very stable configuration in
this parameter set. However, if parameters reported by
Cowern et al. are used, considerable densities of small Si

interstial clusters still remain at this temperature. This
different behavior is due to the general trend proposed
by Chichkine et al., with less stable small Si interstitial

clusters compared to other sets of parameters, which
favors their dissolution with relatively low thermal bud-
gets. These considerable differences observed in simula-

tions performed with different parameters make it diffi-
cult the identification of a particular small Si interstitial
cluster configuration as responsible for the W-line. Very

precise modeling for small Si interstitial clusters is nec-
essary in order provide an accurate description of ion
implantation damage that results under these particu-

lar experimental conditions.

2.3.2 Si interstitial supersaturation and TED of

interstitial diffuser dopants.

Implant and annealing conditions typically used to fab-
ricate junctions in Si based devices are significantly dif-
ferent than those required in optical applications de-

scribed in the previous subsection. In particular, lower

implant energies and higher implant doses are employed,

which makes necessary the use of higher annealing tem-
peratures to dissolve implant damage and restore the
Si crystal lattice. These implant conditions results in

larger concentrations of excess Si interstitials which fa-
vors the evolution of small interstitial clusters towards
large interstitial clusters, {113} defects and, eventually,

dislocation loops (as mentioned in Fig. 4). These de-
fects sustain a local supersaturation of Si interstitials
by emitting and recapturing interstitials during contin-

ued annealing which causes TED of interstitial diffuser
dopant atoms [27,25,114]. The transitory character of
TED is associated to the dissolution of Si interstitials

defects, as the interstitials are gradually lost from the
damaged region through diffusion to the Si surface.

As an example, Fig. 6 plots the evolution of Si inter-

stitial supersaturation as a function of annealing tem-
perature and time for Si implanted with 40 keV 2×1013

cm−2 Si ions and annealed at 600, 700 and 800◦C for

times in the range 1 s to 20 h. The figure includes super-
saturation values reported in Ref. [25] (symbols) that
were calculated from measured broadening of B pro-

files (due to B diffusion) by the method described in
Ref. [25]. Similarly to previous subsection, we have an-
alyzed the influence of different sets of binding ener-

gies for small Si interstitial clusters on the KMC sim-
ulation results (represented by lines in Fig. 6). In this
case, we have also considered an expression for binding

energy that monotonically rises with increasing clus-
ter size and tends asymptotically to the experimental
value of binding energy of {113} defects [29,25] (dashed

line in Fig. 2). The Si interstitial supersaturation is de-
fined as the ratio I/Ieq, where I is the interstitial con-
centration and Ieq is the Si interstitial concentration

at thermal equilibrium. Experimental data show two
phases of enhanced diffusion: an initial phase of ultra-
fast TED (high interstitial supersaturation) which is

followed by a sharp drop in Si interstitial supersatura-
tion and a lower “plateau” with near-constant super-
saturation up to time τ , when the supersaturation of Si

interstitials rather abruptly decays to the equilibrium
value and TED ends. The ultrafast phase persists for
a much shorter time as the annealing temperature in-

creases: at 600◦C, this phase lasts for about 1000 s at
700◦C, it lasts for about 10 s, and at 800◦C it is too
short to be clearly visible in the experimental data. Sim-

ulations show that applying the constraint that binding
energy of Si interstitial clusters must vary monotoni-
cally with cluster size results in supersaturation curves

that vary smoothly in time, contrary to the sharp drop
seen in experimental data. In contrast, the use of os-
cillating binding energies in simulations leads to super-

saturation curves that clearly shows the two phases of
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Fig. 6 Experimental (symbols) [25] and simulated (lines)
time evolution of Si interstitial supersaturation for Si im-
planted with 40 keV 2 × 1013 cm−2 Si ions and annealed at
600, 700 and 800◦C for times in the range 1 s to 20 h. Simu-
lations were performed by using binding energies for small Si
interstitial clusters reported by Chichkine et al. [100], Cow-
ern et al. [25] and the monotonically expression for binding
energy included in Fig. 2 (dashed line), in order to test the
influence of parameters on the simulation results.

TED (similarly to experimental data). The agreement

between simulations and experimental data is better if
parameters reported by Cowern et al. are considered in
simulations.

According to the model proposed by Rafferty et al.
[125], the free Si interstitial supersaturation, I/Ieq, in

local equilibrium with defects of binding energy Eb,
has an activation energy given by (−Eb + Ef ), being
Ef the formation energy of the Si self-interstitial from

the ground state. On the other hand, the total time
to dissolve the Si interstitial defects, and therefore to
finish TED, τTED, has an activation energy given by

(Eb+Em), being Em the migration energy of the Si self-
interstitial. This implies that unstable defects (lower
Eb) set a high supersaturation for a short time, and

vice versa, stable defects cause a lower supersaturation
but subsist for longer time. Therefore, the inital phase
of ultrafast TED reflects ripening of very small and un-

stable interstitial clusters (precursors in the nucleation
of {113} defects) whereas the lower “plateau” is asso-
ciated to large interstitial clusters and {113} defects

(no dislocation loops are formed in the experiments
under study). The sharp drop of Si interstital super-
saturation after the initial phase is a consequence of

the oscillating binding energies for small clusters which
present marked peaks in binding energy for some partic-
ular cluster sizes (see Fig. 2). As discussed in Ref. [25],

these particular clusters with high stability represents

a sort of barrier for the growth of very small clusters

to larger clusters and {113} defects. Once the barrier is
passed, a quick evolution towards larger clusters occurs
which is responsible for the sharp drop observed in the

Si interstitial supersaturation. The barrier effect is re-
duced as the annealing temperature increases because
the higher flux of Si interstitials at higher temperatures

enables more clusters to pass the energy maximum at
shorter times. According to this reasoning, the different
simulation results shown in Fig. 6 could be easily ex-

plained. The monotonically expression for binding en-
ergies does not lead to the sharp drop observed in Si
interstitial supersaturation because there is no barrier

for Si intersitial cluster growth. In the case of oscillat-
ing binding energies, the values reported by Chichkine
et al. are generally lower (less stable clusters) than those

proposed by Cowern et al. Thus, small clusters sustain
higher Si interstitial supersaturation if parameters re-
ported by Chichkine et al. are considered, which allows
for a faster evolution towards large clusters (the sharp

drop in supersaturation occurs sooner) and the total
time to completely dissolve interstitial defects becomes
shorter.

From Fig. 6 it is obvius that simulation results for
the time evolution of supersaturation are sensitive to

parameters. However, from a technological point of view,
the instantaneous value of the interstitial supersatura-
tion is not so relevant but it is much more important to

predict the total dopant diffusion due to TED, which
ultimately increases junction depth. From simulations
it is possible to evaluate TED in terms of the time in-

tegrated Si interstitial supersaturation (as discussed in
Ref. [114]), which is proportional to the diffusivity en-
hancement of interstitialy-diffuser dopant atoms. Fig. 7

shows the total time integrated Si interstitial supersat-
uration calculated from the simulation data included in
Fig. 6 as a function of annealing temperature. As it is

shown in Fig. 7 the total time integrated Si intersti-
tial supersaturation (proportional to the total amount
of TED) is not so sensitive to the particular model for

small interstitial clusters as the Si interstitital supersat-
uration is. In particular, at 700 and 800◦C the results
are practically identical when oscillating binding ener-

gies reported by Cowern et al. or the monotonically
expression are considered. Moreover, if parameters re-
poted by Chichkine et al. are considered (which led to

significantly different evolution for Si interstitial super-
saturation in Fig. 6), only a very slight reduction is the
total amount of TED is observed at these annealing

temperatures. A slightly larger difference among simu-
lations with different parameters is observed at 600◦C,
but note that at this low annealing temperature the

concentration of Si interstitials is still above the equi-
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Fig. 7 Time integrated Si interstitial supersaturation calcu-
lated from simulated data included in Fig. 6. In spite of the
different binding energy values considered for simulations, the
total time integrated Si interstitial supersaturation (which is
proportional to TED) is not very sensitive to parameters.

librium value after 105 s anneal (see Fig. 6), thus TED
has not finished yet. These results are in agreement with
the model proposed by Rafferty et al. mentioned above

[125]. According to that model, the TED to completion
is given approximately by (I/Ieq) · τTED, which corre-
sponds to an activation energy given by (Ef + Em),

thus being the total amount of TED independent on
the binding energy of the Si interstitial defects. Based
of that model, these authors found that the TED to

completion only depends on the implant dose and the
projected range of the implanted ions.

3 Dopant diffusion and clustering

Impurities or dopant atoms are selectively introduced

into the Si substrate during some of the process steps in
the fabrication of Si-based elctronic devices to modify
the electrical features of Si. The most commonly used

species to dope Si are the group-III acceptor impurities
B, Ga, In, and Al and the group-V donor impurities
P, As, and Sb of the Periodic Table of the Elements.

These external impurities, different from atoms of the
host lattice, are introduced into the Si lattice in or-
der to improve its electrical conductivity, varying the

number of free carriers in the material. Indeed, donors
and acceptors tend to dissolve substitutionally in the
Si lattice and become ions. If they get ionized, each

donor delivers an electron to the conduction band, and
each acceptor will capture an electron from the valence
band leaving a defect electron (hole) behind. In this way

excess electrons and holes will be delivered by ionized

donors and acceptors, turning the semiconductor to n-

type or p-type semiconductor, respectively. Both types
of charge carriers determine the electrical characteris-
tics of devices. For this reason, a great attention has

been focused on understanding dopant behavior in Si
and the prediction of the spatial distribution of donors
and acceptors after processing is one of the main goals

of process simulation.

Two relevant material properties are important for
Si processing: solid solubility of dopants and dopant

diffusivity. The first one determines the maximum con-
centration which can be incorporated into the substitu-
tional sites of the host lattice under equilibrium ther-

modynamic conditions without inducing a phase tran-
sition. Typically dopants need to dissolve substitution-
ally to be electrically active. Therefore, to achieve high

carrier concentrations in Si high solid solubility val-
ues for dopants are required. In addition, dopant dif-
fusivity is desirable to be low to avoid the broaden-

ing of dopant profiles during thermal processes. As is
the most common n-type dopant used for the forma-
tion of n-type regions in Si, due to its low diffusiv-

ity and its high solid solubility [43]. In the case of
p-type dopants, B is the preferred dopant to form p-
type regions in Si due to its very high solid solubil-

ity compared to other p-type dopants, although it is
a quite fast diffuser (which complicates the control of
junction depth) [43]. These two equilibrium properties

ultimately limit the electrical activation and the po-
sition of the introduced dopants. However, the situa-
tion is even more complex under non-equilibrium con-

ditions as occurs during dopant implantation. The im-
plantation process generates damage in the Si lattice
that can deteriorate the performance of electronic de-

vices. At the same time, the implanted dopants gen-
erally reside in non-substitutional positions, and thus,
are electrically inactive. This makes necessary a post-

implant annealing to annihilate damage and to electri-
cally activate dopants. During these processes dopant-
defect interactions take place, which enhance diffusiv-

ity above equilibrium values and decrease electrical ac-
tivation through the formation of electrically inactive
dopant-defect complexes. These features complicate the

formation of electrically active and shallow dopant pro-
files. For all these reasons, B-defect interactions in Si
has attracted much attention during the last decades.

Actually, the problematic of B is still studied since
next technological designs scheduled by the Interna-
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)

require dopant diffusion and electrical activation to be
controlled under really severe processing conditions for
the formation of ultra-shallow, abrupt and highly acti-

vated source and drain extensions [3].
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3.1 Boron diffusion in Si

The many studies devoted to the understanding and
control of TED were correlated to the release of Si
self-interstitials from small clusters and extended de-

fects resulting from ion implantation [27,25,108]. More-
over, it has been observed experimentally that B dif-
fusion is retarded during nitridation anneals (vacancy

injection) and enhanced during oxidation anneals (Si
self-interstial injection) compared to reference anneals
in inert ambient [126]. Thus, it has been determined
that B diffusion in Si is dominated to a degree of more

than 98% by an interstitial-mediated mechanism [127,
126]. The possible mechanisms for interstitial-mediated
B diffusion are the kick-out and the interstitialcy reac-

tions, where the interaction between a substitutional B
and a self-interstitial leads to a mobile species formed
by an interstitial B (Bi) or a BI couple, respectively.

From an experimental point of view, it is hard to dis-
tinguish between them, since no difference are caused
in the diffused profile. Some early theoretical investi-

gations of the energetics of B diffusion revealed that
the preferred migration pathway is the kick-out pro-
cess, so that the diffusing species is the interstitial B

atom [128,54]. More recently, advanced DFT calcula-
tions gave a new vision of the B diffusion mechanism,
showing that the intermediate mobile species is not the

interstitial B but the BI pair [129,130]. Thus, these
studies suggested an interstitialcy mechanism for B dif-
fusion in which BI pairs diffuse in the Si lattice with

an energy barrier around 0.3-0.7 eV (close to 0.6 eV, as
measured by Watkins et al. [131]) and an overall activa-
tion energy of 3.0-3.6 eV, depending on the Fermi-level

position [129,130,132].

This mechanism for B diffusion has been experimen-
tally confirmed by De Salvador et al. [133]. Fig. 8 pro-
vides an overall vision of the B diffusion energetics in c-

Si reported by these authors [133–135]. The microscopic
pathways of B migration and the diffusivity values sig-
nificantly change depending on the Fermi level posi-

tion. Substitutional B (B−
S ) can give mobile BI pairs

by interaction with neutral self-interstitials (I0) under
intrinsic conditions or by interaction with doubly pos-

itively charged self-interstitials (I++) under extrinsic
conditions (p-type doping), with energy barriers of 4.1
and 4.4 eV, respectively. In both the cases, a charge ex-

change with the surrounding matrix occurs giving the
neutral BI0 pair, which is the migrating species. This
diffusion process occurs with an energy cost of around

3.45 eV which is the difference between the energy of
the saddle point of diffusion of the BI0 species and the
energy of the substitutional B atom. Instead, under

high n-type doping conditions, the BI species moves

Fig. 8 Energetics of B diffusion in c-Si. The basic diffusion
process occurs with an energy cost (3.45 eV) that represents
the difference between the energy of the saddle point of diffu-
sion of the main migrating species BI0 and the energy of the
substitutional B atom. The BI species moves through BI−

pairs (not shown) only under n-type conditions. The pairing
of substitutional B with As or P n-dopant is also indicated,
causing a strong increase in the diffusion energy cost. Taken
from Ref. [135].

through the negatively charged BI complex (BI−). The
introduction of n-type dopants lowers the starting en-

ergy level of substitutional B by Coulomb pairing effects
of B with n-type dopants (more effective with P than
with As), which force a fraction of B atoms to have

a much higher-energy cost for diffusion. In any cases,
B diffusion in crystaline Si is also heavily affected by
nonequilibrium clustering of B atoms with Si intersti-
tials, the so-called BICs (see section 3.2). In fact, the

temporary immobilization of B into BICs alters both
the density of diffusing B atoms and that of Si intersti-
tials, needed to start the B diffusion itself.

B diffusion in a-Si presents different properties than
those in c-Si, since it continuously changes upon anneal-
ing. Comprehension and control of this phenomenon

is also relevant for technological applications since B
is often introduced in preamorphized Si, and changes
in the B profiles before the complete regrowth of the

preamorphized layer will significantly affect the final
electrical properties of the devices [136]. Venezia et al.
evidenced how B diffusion occurs in a-Si up to very high

B concentrations (∼2×1020 cm−3) with an activation
energy of 2.1 eV [137]. Further, a quick formation of
immobile B clusters occurs during low temperature an-

nealing (500-600◦C) in a-Si at concentration exceeding
∼2×1020 cm−3 [137,138], in agreeement with theoreti-
cal predictions [139]. The diffusion of B in a-Si has been

shown to be peculiarly transient and B concentration
dependent [137,140], thus it does not obey a standard
Fick’s law with constant and homogeneous diffusivity.

Based on such a scenario, Mirabella et al. recently pro-
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posed a model that introduces a new set of defects into

a-Si that can be represented by threefold-coordinated
Si atoms, called dangling bonds (DBs), and fivefold-
coordinated Si atoms, called floating bonds (FBs) [140].

The proposed model explains both the peculiar con-
centration dependence and the transient behavior of B
diffusion. The non-Fick-like diffusion is explained con-

sidering that the higher the B density, the more DB
are present, promoting a faster B diffusion. The tran-
sient diffusion is related to two distinct causes for DB

density reduction. The first one is the DB-FB annihi-
lation, which quickly reduces the B diffusivity in the
early stages of annealing. The second cause is the pro-

gressive reduction of DB density due to DB diffusion
itself. These authors proposed for DB and B diffusivi-
ties activation energies of 2.6 and 3.0 eV, respectively.

Recently, such a microscopic picture has been used by
Martin-Bragado and Zographos to implement a KMC
model for B diffusion in a-Si [141]. This model success-
fully simulated B diffusion in a-Si under different con-

ditions such us molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown
B marker layers is a-Si and ultrashallow B implanted
into preamorphized Si.

3.2 Boron-interstitial clusters (BICs) in Si

The evidence of B precipitation well below the equilib-
rium solid solubility in c-Si has been reported by many

authors during the last decades together with the early
TED studies of B implanted in Si [26,41,142,29,15].
Thermal annealing after B implantation typically leads

to a peak portion of the B profile, which is immobile
and electrically inactive, whereas a lower part of the
profile undergoes TED, with a concentration threshold

about one order of magnitude below the B solid solubil-
ity [26,142]. It was proposed that the process respon-
sible for the non equilibrium B precipitation through

BICs formation was the same responsible for the TED
effect, i.e., the Si interstitial supersaturation [142]. Fur-
ther confirmation of this came with the evidence that B

clustering effectively contributes to lower the Si intersti-
tial supersaturation following ion implantation [143]. In
addition, a proper substitutional B concentration was

demonstrated to suppress the typical {113} defects, by
a competitive BIC formation [124]. Therefore, there is
a consensus on the idea that B clustering is associated

to the interaction between several B atoms and Si self-
interstitials to form immobile and electrically inactive
BICs. Obviously, this phenomenon has a clear negative

technological drawback as far as the dopant activation
is concerned. In addition, it also affects B diffusion since
B atoms are temporarily immobilized and Si interstitial

supersaturation is modified during BIC formation and

dissolution. Therefore, the knowledge of the BICs fea-

tures is also essential to develop a complete simulation
model of the B diffusion in Si.

The phenomena associated to B clustering in c-Si
have been analyzed by several authors from experi-

mental [113,144,115] and theoretical [145–151] points
of view, determining the total energy of each plausi-
ble BnIm configuration (complex with n B atoms and

m Si interstitials) and the possible pathways for BIC
growth and dissolution. Up to a few years ago, BICs
were undetectable by TEM, thus models only consid-

ered BICs of small size, typically containing less than
10 atoms (generally up to 4 B atoms and several Si in-
terstitials), well below the TEM detection limit. In all

those models the kinetics of B deactivation/activation is
controlled by the growth/dissolution of the BnIm com-
plexes through the trapping/emission of mobile species

(BI, I), described by the following reactions:

BnIm +BI ↔ Bn+1Im+1 (1)

BnIm + I ↔ BnIm+1 (2)

Based on these reactions, adding a BI pair or an
I to a preexisting BnIm cluster entails a reduction in

the energy of the overall system given by the following
expressions, respectively:

EBI
bind(Bn+1Im+1) =Etot(BnIm) + Etot(BI)−

Etot(Bn+1Im+1) (3)

EI
bind(BnIm+1) =Etot(BnIm) + Etot(I)−

Etot(BnIm+1) (4)

where Etot represents the total energy of each particu-

lar defect whereas EBI
bind and EI

bind are the binding en-
ergies of BI and I to the particular BIC configuration,
respectively. Total energies for defects could be referred

to different ground levels. Some authors considered as
the reference level the energy of free B atoms and free
Si interstitials, so free B and free Si interstitials have as-

signed 0 energy. Alternatively, the perfect lattice could
be considered as the reference level for the definition of
total energies. Depending on the considered reference

level the values for Etot(BI) and Etot(I) that should
be included in Eqs. 3-4 are diferent. In the first case,
Etot(BI) and Etot(I) are the binding energy of the BI

pair and null energy, respectively, whereas in the last
case, these values reprensent respectively the formation
energy of free Si intersititial and the formation energy

of BI from the perfect lattice (i.e., the total energy of
BnIm with n = m = 1, referred to the perfect lattice).
Independently of the reference level, negative values for

binding energies of Eqs. 3-4 indicate that a barrier for
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the trapping of the particular mobile specie from the

BnIm cluster exists. In contrast, positive values indi-
cate that the trapping of the particular mobile specie
is energetically favorable, and the higher is the energy

value the more stable the resulting BIC is. Thus, the
possible pathways for BIC growth and dissolution are
determined by total energies of BICs. Different authors

reported different values for total energies for BICs, al-
though most of them agree on the overall description of
the system.

Generally, models for BICs considered that large

BICs were not energetically favorable compared to those
with 3-4 B atoms since they were no detectable by
TEM. Nevertheless, recently some studies have evidenced
that BICs as large as a few nanometers could form un-

der particular conditions of very high concentrations (as
those required as devices are aggressively scaled down).
In particular, weak beam-dark-field (WBDF) analyses

performed on high-dose, 0.5 keV B implanted c-Si, af-
ter a low-temperature annealing, evidenced the forma-
tion of large BICs (with hundreds of atoms) within the

damage region [152]. Later on, large BICs have been ob-
served also out of the implant damage region, by em-
ploying an MBE grown sample (containing a buried,

highly doped B profile) subjected to shallow Si implan-
tation [153]. In this last case, the immobile B peak de-
duced from chemical profiling was found to overlap with

the band of BICs observed by TEM. Moreover, in this
last case it was demonstrated that BICs clearly showed
two different paths for dissolution with different energy

barriers (3.6 or 4.8 eV) and dissolution rates. The com-
parison of BIC dissolution rates with TEM showed that
the faster path was associated to the dissolution of small

BICs (not visible by TEM) whereas the slower path was
connected to the dissolution of observable large BICs
(only present for very high B concentrations) [153,154].

Based on these evidences, recently we have devel-

oped a comprehensive model for BIC formation and
evolution in c-Si, including BnIm complexes quite larger
than those included in previous models [115]. BIC evo-

lution is modeled as drawn in Fig. 9, considering ex-
change of B (oblique red lines) or Si interstitials (ver-
tical blue lines) with the hosting lattice to change BIC

configuration, and taking the total energy of each BnIm
cluster (referred to the perfect lattice) through com-
parison with theoretical calculations and fitting models

to different sets of experimental data. In Fig. 9, four
main regions have been defined, one region (SB, small
BICs) for clusters with less than 4 B atoms (typical

small configurations included in previous models), and
three regions for large BICs (LBLI-large BICs low inter-
stitial, LBB-large BICs barrier, and LBHI-large BICs

high interstitial) with a larger number of B atoms. The

schematic placed in the lower panel of Fig. 9 summa-

rizes the main characteristics of the four different re-
gions considered in the model. Gray and white arrows
distinguish between growth and dissolution paths, re-

spectively, whereas solid and dashed arrows indicate
high and low probability paths, respectively. SB re-
gion includes small BICs (n < 4) that reproduce ex-

perimental data at low and medium B concentrations.
LBLI region considers very stable large BICs (n > 4,
m << n) that form from SB region and only in the

presence of high B concentration and low flux of in-
terstitials (their dissolution requires very intense ther-
mal budgets). LBHI region with less stable large BICs

(n > 4 and large amount of interstitials) coming from
SB region if high B concentration and high flux of in-
terstitials subsist (but they could easily evolve toward

BICs of SB region through BI emission at relatively low
thermal budgets). Finally, LBB region represents quite
unstable large BICs (n > 4 and intermediate amount
of interstitials) that act as a barrier among less stable

and very stable large BICs.

Finally, some considerations should be done on B

clustering in a-Si. The use of preamorphized Si sam-
ples followed by thermal induced SPER is increasingly
more demanded for the fabrication of ultrashallow and

extremely highly doped junctions. The recrystalliza-
tion of the a-layer eliminates the implant damage thus
avoiding the overlapping of excess Si interstials and B

atoms. Nevertheless, it has been shown that B cluster-
ing already occurs in preamorphized Si, even if to a
lower extent than in c-Si. Thus, Venezia et al. evidenc-

ing how during low temperature annealing (500-600◦C)
B diffusion occurs in a-Si up to very high B concentra-
tions (∼2×1020 cm−3), at least two orders of magnitude

higher than the mobile B concentration in c-Si at the
same temperatures [137]. However, B profiles still evi-
dence an immobilization of B atoms for concentrations

above ∼2×1020 cm−3 [34,35,137] which has been at-
tributed to B clustering in a-Si that electrically deacti-
vates B atoms. Actually, sheet resistance measurements

immediately after SPER are consistent with maximum
levels of B activation of around ∼2×1020 cm−3 [34,35,
155]. The modeling of BICs in a-Si is more complex and

the energetics may not be the same as in c-Si. In fact,
the kinetics of BICs in a-Si has not been modelled in
detail yet. In turn, it is usually assumed as the initial

conditions after SPER that BICs appear above 2×1020

cm−3 in the most stable configurations compatible with
the energetics included in Fig. 9 [115]. By using MD

calculations, Mattoni and Colombo have characterized
the formation kinetics of some BICs during recrystal-
lization and found that B2I, B3I and B4I2 configura-

tions could play the major role in the evolution of re-
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n
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(Small BICs)

LBLI

(Large BICs - Low Interstitial)
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(Large BICs - Barrier)
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Fig. 9 Schematic representations of (upper panel) the en-
ergetics of the several BIC configurations (BnIm) referred
to the perfect lattice and (lower panel) the main features of
the proposed model which includes four main regions. In the
upper panel oblique (red) and vertical (blue) arrows repre-
sent the formation/dissolution paths for the different con-
figurations through the trapping/emission of mobile species
boron-interstitial (BI) and Si interstitial (I), respectively. In
the lower panel grey and white arrows distinguish between
formation and dissolution paths, respectively, whereas solid
and dashed arrows indicate high and low probability paths,
respectively.

crystallized B-doped Si [139]. Recently, by using KMC
simulations combined with experimental data we have

proposed B2, B3I, B4I and B4I2 small BIC configura-
tions as the more probable and energetically favored
BICs after recrystallization, with ratios that depend

on B concentration [115]. Note that such BICs, even
if formed in preamorphized Si, are transferred to the
c-Si once the SPER is complete. Thus, their posterior

evolution during subsequent device fabrication process
steps takes place in c-Si, and thus, it is modeled accord-
ing to energetics included in Fig. 9.

In summary, the non equilibrium clustering of B in-

duced by a supersaturation of Si interstitials leads to
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Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the behavior of BICs as a
function of the starting conditions (B concentration and flux
of Si interstitials) and thermal budget. SB, LBHI and LBLI
refer to the different BIC regions modeled in Fig. 9. TEM im-
ages examples of observable large BICs are taken from Refs.
[152,115].

BnIm complexes (named BICs), whose size and ther-
mal stability depend on the starting conditions. Figure

10 gives a schematic diagram for BICs behavior as a
function of the starting conditions and thermal budget,
based on experimental observations and KMC simu-

lations (see Ref. [115] and references therein). In this
diagram we distinguish between “Low B” or “High B”,
which means that the B profile has a peak concentra-

tion lower or higher than ∼1020 cm−3, respectively. We
also consider different situations for Si interstitials, in
particular:

– “High I” refers to situations in which BICs evolu-
tion occurs in the presence of a high flux of Si inters-

tials. This occurs, for instance, when B is implanted
in c-Si since the high concentration of Si intersiti-
tials that results from the implantation process over-

laps with the implanted B profile. Under these con-
ditions, B electrical deactivation and precipitation
well below the equilibrium solid solubility has been

evidenced for both low and high B concentrations,
which has been associated to the formation of BICs
[26,124,156,152]. According to the developed model

(Fig. 9), for low and medium B concentration pro-
files only BICs contained in SB region are formed.
Adding Si interstitials the stability of these BICs is

increased, at least up to configurations with around
1.2 Si interstitials per B atom, in agreement with
experimental data [157]. Note that small BICs with

large amount of Si interstitials (dashed region in Fig.
9(b)) have very high energy in the model and thus,
are quite unstable and have very low probability to

form. In the presence of very high B concentrations
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(∼1021 cm−3) the evolution of BICs into configura-

tions as large as 10 nm has been reported by weak-
beam-dark-field (WBDF) TEM investigations [152]
(modeled as HBHI region in Fig. 9). These BICs re-

quire relatively low thermal budget to become “in-
visible” by TEM although BICs are still detected by
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) measure-

ments at high temperature, indicating that their size
probably decreases below the TEM detection limit.
This is modeled by considering BICs of HBHI re-

gion as not very stable stable configurations that
quickly return to SB configurations with relatively
low thermal budget.

– “Low I” makes reference to situations in which the
flux of interstitials is low, as occurs for instance
when B is implanted in preamorphized Si. Under

these conditions, only EOR interstitial defects be-
yond the a/c interface (typically deeper than the B
profile) remain after regrowth [23,24]. Thus, as Si

interstitial defects do not overlap with the B pro-
file, the flux of Si interstitials coming from the EOR
defects towards the B profile is low. For low B con-
centrations (lower than ∼1020 cm−3) the formation

of BICs is not possible if the flux of Si interstitials
is very low, in agreement with experimental data
reported by Jones et al. [158]. For higher B concen-

trations, when SPER experiments are concerned,
small BICs formation occurs even during the re-
crystallization itself, as confirmed by experimental

data and theoretical calculations [34,35,139]. Addi-
tionally, during thermal proccesing after recrystal-
lization preexisting BICs evolve in recrystallized Si,

thus being governed by energetics of Fig. 9. These
preexisting small can evolve towards BICs as large
as 8 nm if a high B concentration is present and

subjected to a proper low Si interstitial supersatu-
ration (modeled as HBLI region in Fig. 9), as shown
by B chemical mapping and energy filtered TEM

(EFTEM) investigations [153,115]. These large BICs
have shown high stability since they need very in-
tense thermal budgets to dissove.

3.3 Applications of BICs modeling to physical

understanding and technology

In this subsection we present some examples of KMC

simulations based on experiments in which B diffusion
and clustering processes are involved. According to the
most commonly accepted theoretical calculations, we

consider that B diffuses by an interstitialcy mechanism,
based in B diffusion through a mobile BI pair with mi-
gration and binding energies taken from Ref. [129]. The

precipitation and immobilization of B atoms is modeled

by the formation of electrically inactive BICs whose

evolution is controlled by energetics included in Fig.
9.

3.3.1 Kinetics of BICs under low Si interstitial flux:
evidence of two dissolving species of BICs

The BICs model shown in Fig. 9 has been success-
fully applied to BICs evolution in both crystalline and
preamorphized Si samples [115]. As an example, Fig. 11

shows experimental data (reported by De Salvador et
al. [154]) and simulation results for the dissolution ki-
netics of BICs formed in c-Si by employing MBE grown

samples (containing a buried doped B profile at concen-
trations either below and above equilibrium solid sol-
ubility). These samples were subjected to shallow Si

implantation (20 keV Si ions - projected range around
30 nm - at a nonamorphizing dose of 1×1014 cm−2)
that generates a band of defects close to the Si sur-

face which does not overlap with the B profile, as it
is schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 11(a). Sim-
ilarly to experiments, for KMC simulations fully sub-

stutional box-shaped B profiles at concentrations be-
low solid solubility (1019 cm−3 B box, sample A - at
815◦C solid solubility is ∼3.8×1019 cm−3 [159]) and

well above solid solubility (2×1020 cm−3 B box, sam-
ple B) and at a depth of 220 nm were considered. After
the Si implant, a rapid thermal annealing at 815◦C for 5

min was performed. Simulations show that this thermal
process fully dissolves the implant induced defects and
injects Si interstitials towards the B profile. According

to previous work, under these conditions in which the B
profile do not overlap the damaged region, only a small
fraction of the total B atoms evolve to BICs and the

low flux of intersitials is not enough to form BICs with
a high Si interstitial content [39]. Later, additional an-
neals at 900◦C were performed in both samples in order

to analyze the evolution of the clustered B dose. In Fig.
11(a) we represent reported experimental data [154] for
the evolution of the clustered B dose during annealing

at 900◦C along with our simulation results obtained by
only considering BICs of SB region included in Fig. 9
as stable configurations (BICs with n > 4 were con-

sidered very unstable, similar to other proposed mod-
els [145–151]). As discussed in Ref. [154], experimental
data show that BICs dissolution in sample A shows only

a fast dissolution rate whereas sample B presents two
stages in the dissolution, firstly a fast and later a slow
dissolution rate. Our model without large BICs repro-

duces experimental data for sample A. Nonetheless, in
the case of sample B simulation results in a lower dose of
clustered B than expected and does not predict the slow

dissolution rate. In contrast, our extended model for B
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clustering shown in Fig. 9, including large BICs (n > 4),

allows us to reproduce experimental data for both sam-
ples as can be seen in Fig. 11(b). We also include in this
figure the dose of large BICs formed during annealing of

sample B. Note that for sample A the result of the sim-
ulation is identical to the one obtained with the model
without large BICs (see Fig. 11(a)). Our simulations

show that no large BICs are formed in sample A, due
to the low B concentration, and thus the decrease of the
clustered dose is only controlled by the dissolution of

small BICs. In the case of sample B, simulations show
that injected Si interstitials during the first annealing
step at 815◦C lead to the growth of small BICs of SB

region, but also a fraction of them (around 30% of to-
tal BICs) evolves from SB region towards larger and
more stable BICs of LBLI region (mainly in the form

of Bn and BnI configurations). During the second step
anneal at 900◦C, initially small BICs of SB region start
to dissolve by emission of BI (with an activation energy
∼3.7 eV) whereas the dose of large BICs remains almost

constant. Once small BICs of SB region fully dissolve
(after ∼1500 s anneal) the dissolution rate significantly
decreases as it is only controlled by the emission of BI

from large and more stable BICs of LBLI region (with
an activation energy ∼4.8 eV). Thus, even if the largest
BICs that can be included in our model contain less

than 20 atoms, two different dissolution pathways have
been found according to experiments, a faster one for
BICs of SB region and a slower one for BICs of LBLI

region.

3.3.2 Analysis of implanted B emitters for solar cell

applications

N-type Si wafers for solar cells have received consider-
able attention recently due to their electrically supe-
rior properties compared to p-type Si, such as higher

tolerance to metallic impurities, much better stability
under illumination, and higher bulk lifetime [160–163,
5,164]. In spite of these advantages, n-type Si wafers

are not widely used in mainstream solar-cell production
due to the complexity of B-doped emitter formation
and its passivation for mass production [165]. Typically,

B doped emitters are industrially realized by diffusion
from a solid, vapor, or liquid source. However, recently
ion implantation has gained more attention as a poten-

tial alternative for the fabrication of Si solar cells due
to the expected ease of automation [2]. Also, the expe-
rience gathered from CMOS processing enables excel-

lent profile engineering, with independent control over
the peak surface doping concentration and the doping
depth even for high sheet resistances, which result in

increased throughput and improved cell performance.
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Fig. 11 Experimental data (symbols) [154] and simulation
results (lines) for the evolution of the clustered B dose as
a function of annealing time at 900C for samples A (1019

cm−3 B box) and B (2×1020 cm−3 B box) implanted with
Si ions at 20 keV, 1×1014 cm−2. (a) Simulations performed
by considering a classical B clustering model are not able
to reproduce the evolution of sample B with two different
dissolution paths (dashed lines are a fit to the experimental
data by the sum of two exponential decays, firstly faster and
later slower). A schematic of the experiment is shown in the
inset. (b) The extended model for BICs shown in Fig. 9, which
includes very stable BICs with more than 4 B atoms (larger
than in classical models), allow us to capture the two different
regimes of dissolution. The dose of such large and very stable
BICs is also included in the figure.

The requirements for B doped emitter formation in
solar cells are mainly related to crystal purity that en-
ables long minority carrier lifetimes, medium B doping

levels for good conduction, and contacting properties.
Here we analyze by KMC simulations a recently re-
ported experimental study on B emitters of solar cells

fabricated by B implantation in c-Si followed by high-
temperature anneal to electrically activate B atoms [166].
In those experiments different B emitters were realized

by B implantation at the rear surface of the solar cells
with a fixed energy of 5 keV and variable doses rang-
ing from 1×1014 to 3×1015 cm−2 at room temperature.

Post-implant thermal processing at 900◦C for 2 min was
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performed in oxidizing ambient for good front and rear

passivation and followed by 1000◦C for 10 min in N2

ambient to obtain a good activation of dopants. Fig.
12 plots the experimental and simulated values for the

sheet resistance Rs of the B emitters along with the sim-
ulation results for the dose of B atoms stored in BICs
resulting after the B implant and thermal processes.

Simulations shows that Rs decreases with increasing
implant B dose, in very good agreement with experi-
mental data. Thus, an improvement in the performance

of the solar cell as B dose increases could be expected.
However, some parameters of the solar cell such us the
open-circuit voltage, Voc, did not show this trend, as

it is shown in inset of Fig. 12. Experiments revealed
that Voc increases up to B implant dose of 5×1014 but
decreases for higher implant doses, due to a significant

drop in the minority carrier effective lifetime. Simula-
tions show that lifetime degradation could be associ-
ated to the presence of BICs. Under these experimental
conditions the situation is quite different from the one

previously analyzed since the highly damaged region (Si
interstitials and vacancies) resulting from the B implant
overlaps with the implanted B profile. Simulations show

that during the B implant itself a significant dose of B
is immobilized in small BICs (SB region) with a high
Si interstitial content (around 1.2-1.5 interstitials per

B atom), according to previous experimental and sim-
ulation works [157,39,115]. As it is shown in Fig. 12,
after the thermal processes these BICs are able to fully

dissolve if B implant doses up to 5×1014 are consid-
ered. In contrast, if higher B implant doses are used, a
significant dose of B atoms still remain stored in BICs.

These defects could be responsible for the minority car-
rier lifetime degradation observed in experiments.

4 Conclusions

In this article we have shown how atomistic simula-

tion techniques can be used to develop Si-processing
models with predictive capabilities. The fabrication of
small Si devices brings up complex physical mecha-

nisms, whose modeling requires a multiscale approach.
Atomistic methods such as ab initio or MD can pro-
vide the mechanisms and parameters that describe the

physics of the system. To reach macroscopic scales sim-
plified models based on the physics provided by the
atomistic calculations need to be performed. KMCmeth-

ods can be used to define the range of validity of some
approximations and also can be directly applied in pro-
cess simulators of nanometer devices.

Ion implantation continues as the most promising

technique to introduce dopants in Si substrates. In this
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Fig. 12 Experimental (symbols) [166] and simulated values
for Rs of B emitters of solar cells fabricated by B implantation
with energy of 5 keV at different doses. Post-implant thermal
processing at 900◦C for 2 min in oxidizing ambient followed
by 1000◦C for 10 min in N2 ambient was performed. The
simulation results for the dose of B atoms stored in BICs
resulting after the B implant and thermal processes is also
included. The inset includes experimental data for Voc and
minority carrier effective lifetime [166]. Simulations suggest
that the presence of BICs for high implant doses could be
responsible for the minority carrier lifetime degradation and
the resulting Voc decrease observed in experiments.

article we reviewed the key features of models for de-
fects resulting from ion implantation and interactions
between B and defects. These models need to be accu-

rate in order to describe the kinetics of damage as well
as B migration and clustering in Si. We also identified
the type of defects that are predominant depending on

the experimental parameters. We illustrated with some
examples how the accuracy of models could be crucial
for some type of simulations or, in turn, the use of sim-

plified models could be enough to perform predictive
simulations.

The morphology of the damage produced by irra-

diation spans from point defects to small clusters and
extended defects, which requires an appropriated model
for each type of defect. For very low implant doses, as

those used in PL applications, only small defects are
formed. Theoretical calculations give a diversity of re-
sults for such small defects, and in particular, for Si

interstitial clusters there are significant discrepancies.
We found that simulation results are very sensitive to
the model used for small Si interstitial clusters which

complicates the extraction of reliable conclusions from
simulations. Nevertheless, we found that for medium
and high implant doses (typically required in junction

formation for ICs fabrication) the model for small Si
interstitial clusters is no so relevant. At this regime,
small Si interstitial defects quickly evolve to extended

defects (whose models are more clearly established and
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accepted by the material science community). Extended

defects survive for much longer time until they are anni-
hilated at the Si surface, and macroscopic observations
associated to defects (such us TED) are mainly con-

trolled by the evolution of the extended defects.
In c-Si, B diffusion takes place through an intersti-

tialcy mechanism, being the neutral BI0 pair the main

migrating species. Thus, B diffusion is enhanced if a
large supersaturation of Si interstitials exists. Further-
more, B diffusion in c-Si is also heavily affected by the

formation of BICs that temporarily immobilize B atoms
altering both the density of diffusing B atoms and Si
interstitials. In a-Si, B diffusivity is quite larger than in

c-Si, causing significant broadening of B profiles as well
as a very quick B precipitation when B is implanted in
preamorphized Si during ultra-shallow junction fabri-

cation. These precipitates are transferred to c-Si once
the a-layer recrystallizes, thus behave as BICs in c-Si.
In any cases, BICs affect the electrical behavior because

of B deactivation and eventually charge carrier mobility
degradation [115]. They also affects carrier effective life-
time which can degrade the efficiency of solar cells. Un-
der prolonged annealing, these BICs dissolve releasing

both B and Si interstitials. BICs are usually very small
(below 1 nm in size) and dissolve with an activation
energy of 3.7 eV. Such BICs were included in classical

models for BICs, being these simplified models appro-
priated to simulate experiments in which B is implanted
at low and medium doses. However, in applications in

which very large B concentrations are present (as those
obtained by ultra-low energy and high-dose B implants
required in the fabrication of ultra-shallow junctions)

the evolution from small BICs into quite large configu-
rations (5-10 nm in size) is possible. Such large config-
urations could be very stable under conditions of very

high B concentrations and low Si interstitial supersat-
uration, dissolving with an activation energy of 4.8 eV
(larger than for small BICs). Thus, under these high B

concentration conditions, the extended model for BICs
reported in this work is required.
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